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COMPANY INTRODUCTION  
 

 
 

Telkoware provides telecommunication software solutions, which enable network 
operators and service providers to deliver innovative, flexible, revenue-generating 
services. Telkoware is founded by three technology veterans having experience of 40+ 
years between them, including design & development, system administration and 
support. 

Telkoware provides a diverse set of solutions, including Telkoware Billing Solution (TBS), 
Telkoware Rates Management System (TRMS), CDR Reconciler, and Billing Dispute 
Manager. 
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Telkoware's flagship product is Telkoware Billing Solution (TBS), which seamlessly 
integrates with telecom networks and provides a comprehensive real-time billing solution 
that enables telecom companies to focus on their core business, while automating all 
billing, reporting, rates management and commercial activities. 

Our successful engagement with global service providers can be attributed to not only 
our robust, reliable, and real-time solutions, but also to our skilled and professional 
workforce, providing technical support 24x7x365. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW  

 
 

Due to recent increase in interconnect agreements for exchanging international   /??///// 
NNNNNNNNNnatiVVVVVVonal voice traffic between carriers and due to abrupt and frequent changes in rates /???// 
of destinations, it is not possible for any telecom service provider to handle ratesheets
manually.Therefore, Telkoware Rates Management Solution (TRMS) automates buying
and selling of international voice termination and origination.It creates offers for your 
existing customers and validates offers received from other carriers.
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If a ratesheet from supplier with decreased rates is missed or not seen immediately, an 
opportunity to make routing changes and increase profit margin or gain traffic volume is 
missed. If a ratesheet from supplier with increased rates is missed or not seen 
immediately, there isn’t enough time to give a seven days notice period to your 
customers and a financial loss is incurred. It is not humanly possible to keep track of 
every destination offered by every supplier and not only make necessary routing 
changes, but also offer rates to customers in a timely manner. With automation of 
TRMS, you can save yourself from any financial losses and increase your volume and 
profits drastically. 

Currently, through manual processing, your company is wasting a lot of money due to: 

 Time and effort required to receive and validate supplier ratesheets. 

 Traffic terminated at high cost, since ratesheet with lower cost is being processed 
manually. 

 Unable to quickly capitalize on price reductions by passing the rate changes to 
customers in order to gain traffic volume. 

 Missed profits due to error in processing supplier ratesheets and generating 
customer ratesheets. 

 Discrepancies or disputes related to the business rules associated with exchanging 
ratesheets with interconnect partners. 

TRMS successfully tackles all these challenges by simplifying and automating complete 
end-to-end sales cycle and ratesheet management. 

TRMS maintains a master list of dial codes, which can be reduced or increased as per 
the business needs and destinations. It will be automatically matched with the 
destination codes of your suppliers to ensure that there no hidden codes with high cost. 

With TRMS, Telecom service providers can continue using their existing network as well 
as back-office systems, while utilizing TRMS to automate and streamline sales 
operations. 
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BUYING PROCESS  
 

 

Your supplier prepares a ratesheet in its own template and format and sends it to an 
email address associated with TRMS. TRMS supports all ratesheet formats, including 
Excel (.xls, .xlsx), XML, and csv. Format of each supplier’s ratesheet needs to be 
configured initially in the system, so that the system knows where to look for the relevant 
data. 
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Once ratesheet is received, sender’s authenticity and email content is checked and the 
attachment is verified. Then, the system extracts the necessary information from the 
ratesheet and examines it against the specified business rules. Business rules can be 
configured to generate only alert or reject the ratesheet completely, incase of a business 
rule violation. 

Every time a supplier ratesheet is received and processed, sender and receiver are 
notified and the processed version is sent to the respective account manager for 
necessary routing changes. 

SELLING PROCESS  
 

A customer ratesheet can be generated through web-interface for a single customer, or 
multiple customers, as well as for a single destination, multiple destinations, or complete 
A-Z destinations. 

It gives option to offer rates based on absolute value, profit margin, percentage of cost, 
or to cover LCR1, LCR2, or LCR3 suppliers’ cost. 
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On Web interface, any rates can be modified with a single click and all recent 
modifications can be sent via email in a ratesheet to one or multiple customers.  

 

 

CONTACT  
 

 

    

 

 

   

   

  

   Address: Suite 1010, 220 Steeles Ave. W. Brampton, Ontario, Canada

Phone No: +1(416)2780734

Email: sales@telkoware.com

Web: www.telkoware.com

mailto:sales@telkoware.com

